The Latest

For more on the suppliers featured in this section, please see website
and phone information following each product.

Rhinestone setter
The CAMS 2V-12P rhinestone setting machine, available exclusively from ColDesi, can achieve
speeds of 250 stones per minute. It can set as many as 12 different sizes and colors with fully
automatic functions. The work area of the newest CAMS is 16” X 16”, allowing for production
of a single multi-color large design or multiple small designs being set as rhinestone transfers, in one run. Physical dimensions of the machine are 40” W X 35” L X 43”H.
Visit: www.coldesi.com | Call: 727-409-5830

Screen opener
Zim International carries Green Opener, a screen opener and press wash. The company
reports it is safer than an aerosol and has a citrus scent as opposed to the typical aerosol
odor. One gallon is said to cover as much area as a dozen cans and is more environmentally
friendly. It is available for purchase in quarts or gallons.
Visit: www.zim-intl.com | Call: 800-241-8181

12-head embroidery machine
Hirsch offers the Tajima TEMX-C 1512, a 12-head 15-needle arm-type embroidery machine. It
is designed to embroider flat, cylindrical and tubular goods with an auto sub-table lifter that
moves up and down by control panel. It features a 6.5” color LCD control panel, a LAN port to
load designs through a USB memory stick, ball screw drive system for easier thread changeovers and a thread breakage sensor which stops the machine immediately when an upper
thread breaks or when the bobbin runs out.
Visit: www.hic.us | Call: 800-394-4426

Tear-away stabilizer
Cotswold showcases the Ultra Heavyweight Tearaway. This 2.5-oz. non-woven material is
made using the wet-laid process offering multi-directional stability and density. Lubricants are
also added to the stabilizer to aid in needle glide. It is available in rolls in a variety of widths
and sizes and can be laundered or dry-cleaned.
Visit: www.cotswoldindustries.com | Call: 877-309-3553

Screen print transfers
Stahls’ Transfer Express offers Transfer Extreme, four-color simulated process transfers
available in 10 designs. The line was designed by industry artist Dane Clement of Great Dane
Graphics, with images including a liberty bell, American eagle, American flag and patriotic
shields. Offering a softer hand, they can be adhered to 100 percent cotton, 100 percent polyester, or cotton/poly blends by a heat press in four seconds at 365° F.
Visit: www.TransferExpress.com | Call: 800-622-2280
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